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(Ø, S, ψ-CONNECTIONS IN ALMOST PARACONTACT MANIFOLD 

By Sharief Deshmukh and Ghaffar Farzadi 

1. Introduction 

Let M be an n-dimensional differentiable manifold equipped with a triplet 

(Ø，~， η) ， where ø is a tensor field of type (1. 1) , 웅 is a vector field and η a 

1-form defined on M satisfying: 

(1.1) ￠2=I-η@ç， rþ(ç) =0, η(용)=1 and η。rj> =0.

Then the manifold is said to have an almost þaracontact structιre φ， ~， η) 

and M is called an almost þaracontact manifold [2]. 

The almost paracontact structure (rþ, ç, η) on an almost paracontact manifold 

is said to be normal if the tensor, 

(1. 2) 

vanishes. There corresponds three tensors N; , N jk and N j , to the tensor 

defined by (1. 2) and are given by [2] , 

(1. 3) 

N」 = 짝￠; and Nj=칸ηj’ 

where 확 means the Lie-derivative w. r. t. ~. It is known that if N싫 vanishes 

then 따 , Nij and Ni vanish. 

In our previous paper [4] , we have shown that, we can give a natural 

3-π-structure on an almost paracontact maüifold whose fundamental tensor is 

given by 

(1.4) Ff = 츄(- 없 +3얀 η +ψ1(W1 -1) 썩) ‘ J • ', "'1"1 "} 

where W1 is cuberoot of unity (W1놓 1) and À. is any nonzero constant. 

The torsion tensor of this 3-π-structure is given by 

(1.5) T;k =송{-펙k- 3한(ak깐 - ajηk)+ 5 한(Nj따-ηjNk) 
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Further we say that 3-π-structure on an almost paracontact manifold i~ 

integrabIe if T샤=0. 

Let 2F~= F~ 란， whereF~ is give~ by (i~4) then R J . R' .. - - J 

‘。 ; • ,2 “ · ‘ 

“ F& = 깜(:..: 학 +'3~ι깐一w/ψ1- 1)싫). (1. 6) 

In the present paper, we study the existence and properties of a connection, 
on an almost paracontact manifold which leaves aU the three structure tensors 

ø, 웅 and η， covariailt constant, by using the theory of r-π-structures [1] , and 

call such a connection as (Ø, 옹， η)-conncctio1Z. 

2. (껴， 5, η)-Connectio갚S 

C.]. Hsu [1] hasintroduced the concept of a πcconnection， which is a 

connection that leavcs the fundamental tensor of r-π-structure covatiant 

constant. He has shown that if r~k is any linear conne 

and let 
、 ‘ r;k be a connection defined by 

(2.1) 

、，vith
r 

(2.2) Mjk = 
3i 

{('V k쉰) 꽉+('V압Fj) F;} , 

where 'V denote with respect L 

κ
 

, F 
I J 

n 
υ
 

+ 
L then 

π-conn~ction of the differentiable manifold with 3-π-structure whosc fundamental 

ténsor is given by (1 .4). 
。

Since I껍 Ieaves 쉰 coα、v낀잉a인nant cons샌st띠an따1πt ，’ i나t a려Is앉o Iea따ve않s “쉰 coα야-var 

s얀ta밍때없n따1πt. From (이1. 4잉) and (1. 6잉)λ’ we observe tha따t 용1깐 and 힘 can bc ':!xpressed as a 

Iinear 

covanant we get ) 

(2.3) 

Using 

(2. 1) 

(2. 1) and (2.3), we get by a straight 

'V'k 감=￡1 η1 ('V k fl) 

forward' calculation 

、-，-];CïC V' denote the ‘covariant diffcrentiation w. r; t. 
、 -, 

;r-conncct lOl1 J-
’ jil 



alinosÞ ,'þaraco1Ztact ,mamfolá:.!M .'there、 .e:dsts α υcø. 강 t 

1i m 
떼
 

-m ?K LU e 
때
 

’n 

connection +l ‘ z is 
‘ jk 

and only if it can bε cxpressed as (2.7) with some tensor a~k 

fk ai be respective1y the COIlvariant derivat삼es of 환 w. r. t. 
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m、

by Vk 
η'j=O， proving that 끽k 

if 

zs a ’ 

almost 

F사 

to be a (rþ， ζ. 

r 

‘ 

:;;-connect lOn 

양aracontact mamfold 

‘ 

It is known that, there exists a symmetric connection on an 

paracontact manifold which leaves covariant constant [3]. If we 

(2. 1) to be such a connection then it follows from (2.4) that 

take 

’ ‘ l 

+ .... i 
‘ jk’ 

a 

Cø，~， 1j)-Oo-mzecfion r;. ÚZ Almost Paracottfa.d. Mai#fold 

we 

’ 

the condition for 

σ융F: +F; σ길2F: 

따
 

a 
앞
 

m 

때
 

m .4% 

[1] 

+끽k on 

Ccþ, ç, η)-com2ectz'on zf alld only zf can be expressed as 
+ ’ -rL = r ‘ +UZ jk - • jk I V jk’ 

almost 

、 ; ; 
(2.6) V k r = I..

k 
çι and Vk ηj= -xk ??j 

where 심 is a covariant vector on Ji,1. 

Using (2.5) and (2.6) we get Àk=O and there 

is a Crþ, 웅， TJ)-connection on M. 

한k 웅Z +U;k aj = u;k 용j. 

an 

L(2Ff 
λ" , 

(2. 1), 

a linear 

‘ ’ VkS‘ =0. 

Since a :;;-connection already leaves 

as in the proof of theorem 

。;k + 

U싫1=o. 

‘ 1 
te낌ensor ajk satisfying 

comzection 

gJ σ;h ηj=O 

Ui - 1 
jk - 3 

gk 한= 

It is known that 

THEOREM 2. 1 •. On1an 

A 

+ : 
Vk r 

and r;k then 

and 

2.2. 

η)-connection is 

(2.9) 

η)-connectz'on. 

THEOREχf 

wîth some 

PROOF. 

PROOF. 

[3] ), 

(2.5) 

(2. 7) 

(2.8) 

where 

Thus, 

Let 
+π1 

‘ jk 

and 

2.3 
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Substituting (2.8). (1. 4) and (1.6) in (2.9). we get aftersome calculations the 

• foIIowing condition 

5i g;k ηi=O. 
"Thus the theorem is proved. 

THEOREM 2.3. Let M be an almost þaracontact mam"fold μ7ith almost þaraconta~ 

strtectu1"e (rþ. 옹， η). If N;=O then there exists a (rþ. S. η)-comzection whose torsion 
1 

jetsor is eqμal to the tenso 

in theorem (2. 1). then it foIIows from the theory of π-structures [lJ. that 

‘ the connection defined by 

(2.10) 2 (‘ c、 z I 1 /2 ” s * f17 , .i isi [ r

lÏs a distinguished π-connection. that is the ;r-connection having the torsion 
’‘ tensor as T삶 in (1 .5). In (2. 10) 친k is the torsion tensor of the connection 

’‘ ’ On the other hand since rjk is a (rþ. 용， η)-connection we see from theorm (2. 

if and only if. the foIIowing 

‘ condition is satisfied. 

(2.11) 
; ’‘ ; 
한1 학1(=0. 

’‘ ’ Now let us calculate S ‘ for this. from theorem (2.1) we have 
jk ’ 

where J파 is symmetric affine connection which leaves t co때ant constant 

.and 

where V denote the covariant differentiation w. r. t. 강
'Thus 

-썩(끼야)}. 
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JIn view of above equation; (2. 11) is just nothing but 

Nk=O. 

--which is given. Hence. the theorem is proved. 

THEOREM 2.4. Let M be an almost þaracontact mam"fold with 

{i) η is closed. 

(ii) N; =o. 

/ “ 
57 

Then there exists a (rþ.~. η)-connection whose torsion ten.~or t's equal to - 웅 펙k 

PROOF. Since η is closed we have 

Ò，ηk-Òkηj=0. 

’ Transvecting above equation by ~J. we get 

Nk=O. 

퍼ence. if η is closed and N~ =0. we get from (1.5) 
1 

Ti 1 i =- ~ N jk - 4" jk' 

.띤sing theorem (2.3). we get the resuIt. 

3. Symmetrie (rþ.~. η)-eonneetion 

In this section we establish the existance of a symmetric φ. ~. η)-connection 

,on an almost paracontact manifold. 

THEOREM 3.1. Let M be an almost þaracontact mam"fold wtïh 1-form η closed. 

7hen there exists a symmetric (rþ.~. η)-connection on M if and only if 3-π-strμcture 

‘ de/t"ned on M is tOntegrable .. 

PROOF. Let there exist a symmetric φ. ~. η)-connection on M. If we denote 

1:he covariant differentiation w. r. t. this connection by V. then obviously (1 .2) 

oand (1.3) hold with Ò replaced by V. But since the connection is (rþ. 웅， η)

‘connection we have 

N삶=0. consequently 펙 =Njk =Nk=O. 
‘ ι 

맘ence. by (퍼. as η is closed we get T삶=0 that is the 3-π-strutmIintegrab1e. 

The converse foIlows from theorem (2.3). 
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